Francis, gravedigger of Europe

His program: to perfect the destruction of white and Christian Europe by promoting globalism, secularism and Muslim immigration

*Miles Christi* - 25/05/2016

Francis greeting the “refugees” in the island of Lesvos

**Foreword:** My first intention was to write something about *Fornicationis Laetitia*¹, the last *Eschatological Expectoration* of “Pope Francis”, but given that many articles had already been published on the subject, some of them quite valuable², I preferred to turn my look toward the recent stay of the “Holy Father” on the Greek island of Lesvos. This stay turned out to be a real *reversed Lepanto*, with a “Sovereign Pontiff” far more welcoming to Mohammedans than saint Pius V had been, since instead of barring the way to Muslim invaders, he widely opened for them the doors of a moribund Europe absolutely determined to “euthanize” herself in all dignity…

Two “pontifical” gestures should be emphasised, since they had a powerful symbolic meaning: 1. “His Sanctity” brought with him twelve Muslims on his “pontifical” flight back to Rome. 2. His appeal to the Mohammedan invasion was made on the mythic island of Lesvos, as a subliminal manifesto marked with the seal of *Hell*, since nobody ignores that *Sappho’s* land represents in an emblematical way the deadly ideology openly promoted by the

---


European Union and, surreptitiously, by the man who enjoys wondering hypocritically in front of the cameras of the globalist system: “Who am I to judge?”

**Development:** “Pope Francis went one more time at the bedside of migrants. The Sovereign Pontiff arrived on Saturday the 16th of April on the island of Lesbos, front door of migrants in Europe. [...] He repeated his call to reception and solidarity, which he still finds it difficult to get across, even with Catholics. The Pontiff, who had expressed the wish to bring back migrants to Vatican, left Lesbos in the afternoon with twelve Syrian refugees.”

“This is teaching through example. Pope Francis brought to Vatican, on his flight, twelve Syrian refugees, among whom six minors, while returning from his five hours visit in the island of Lesbos, on Saturday 16th of April. [...] The pope ‘wanted to make a gesture of welcome’, explained the Vatican. [...] A gesture which chimes like the note of hope of a visit fraught with gravity.”

Europe is now submerged by the immigration of Muslim masses. The situation is so explosive that one hardly sees how a civil war could be avoided eventually. But “Francis” is a dedicated pro-immigration activist; and such a brazen one that he does not hesitate to point the finger at Europeans and to ask forgiveness to the immigrants because of their so-called “bad reception” in Europe. Well, not only such statements are obviously wrong, but they contribute to reinforce the hostility and contempt of Muslim “refugees” toward this “racist” white and Christian society, which gives them such a bad reception…

“Too many times have we failed to welcome you! Forgive the closedness and indifference of our societies who fear the change in life and mentality that your presence requires. Though treated as a burden, a problem, a cost, you are really a gift.”

Nobody ignores, however, that the “refugees” receive free accommodation, food, clothing and medical care everywhere in Europe, where they are nowhere mistreated. And it is furthermore to be observed that this respect is not reciprocally shown by the Muslim hordes to the natives of the old World.

“A wave of indignation surged over Germany after the revelation of a series of assaults committed against women during the New Year’s Eve, near the central station of Cologne. The country did not realise the unprecedented extent of these assaults until Tuesday the 5th of January. The complaints have kept multiplying for three days: on Tuesday, 90 women all told had declared to the police that they had been assaulted – sexually and otherwise – by men

---


whom the authorities described as being of Arab and North-African origin, while they were on the station square. “6

Francis washing the feet of twelve Muslim immigrants on Holy Thursday

The huge and unceasing influx of Mohammedan immigrants is celebrated by “Francis”, who, in order to mention God, does not hesitate to use a typically Koranic expression, the “bismillah”7, and affirms -without any trace of humour- that immigration is a source of “encounter between different cultures and religions”…

«You are witnesses to how our [!!!] kind and merciful God can transform the evil and injustice which you suffer into a good for all. For every one of you can be a bridge that unites distant peoples, that makes possible the encounter between diverse cultures and religions, a way to rediscover our common humanity”8. »

Christians are being crucified and butchered or have their throat cut in many Muslim countries. However, “Francis” does not say a word about Islamic barbarity and does not lift a finger to prevent the genocide of Christians, though his immense international influence could be decisive for obtaining the protection of Christian minorities. To say nothing of his subversive and provocative gesture consisting in coming back to Vatican with twelve Muslim “refugees” on his “pontifical” flight. No Christian among them. A revolting gesture, with a truly Luciferian malice. But nobody denounces this act of characterized treason committed by

7 The “bismillah” is a ritual Islamic formula recited at the beginning of every Koranic surah: In the name of Allah clement and merciful: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basmala
the “Holy Father”, both in the religious sphere and in the political sphere. Lesvos is situated at only 10 km from the Turkish coasts and 1200 km from Rome: how’s that for a most telling geographical characteristic of such a shameless pro-immigration manipulation?

And “Francis” then adds that Europe, a continent the population of which -according to demographic previsions- will become mostly Muslim in a couple of decades or so, must abolish its frontiers and gladly accept the invasion of Mohammedan “refugees”:

«You, the residents of Lesvos, show that in these lands, the cradle of civilization, the heart of humanity continues to beat; a humanity that before all else recognizes others as brothers and sisters, a humanity that wants to build bridges and recoils from the idea of putting up walls to make us feel safer. In reality, barriers create divisions instead of promoting the true progress of peoples, and divisions sooner or later lead to confrontations⁹. »

Again according to “Francis”, this Europe that he devotes to an inevitable crossbreeding and to the riches of “multiculturalism” is not characterized as the cradle of Christian civilisation, but rather as the fatherland of secular and masonic Human Rights:

« Europe is the homeland of human rights, and whoever sets foot on European soil ought to sense this, and thus become more aware of the duty to respect and defend those rights ¹⁰. »

« What has happened to you, the Europe of humanism, the champion of human rights, democracy and freedom?¹¹ »

« States must be secular. Confessional states end badly. That goes against the grain of History.¹². »

The Revolutionary Europe of antichristian Human Rights has rejected Christ and persecuted the Church. She will find in Islam her just chastisement. She refused to Christianise Africa during the colonial era in the name of the masonic principle of “secularism” of the State: now, Africans and Arabs have undertaken to islamise her. The European Union is furiously fighting natural marriage and big families in the name of feminism, homosexualism and “gender theory”: Mohammedans will arrange to fill in the gigantic demographic hole of this once Christian continent, which -being prey to a lethal ideology and to a guilty blindness- is now happily digging its own grave; and in order to reach that goal, it can count on the precious help of “Pope Francis”, the principal revolutionary agent in the world, the unrelenting promoter of secular, multiculturalist and pro-immigration globalism…

¹⁰ Ibidem.
¹² http://www.la-croix.com/Religion/Pape/INTERVIEW-Pope-Francis-2016-05-17-1200760633
As could be noted, Francis is not bothered in the least by the apostasy of nations or the notorious impiety of modern society, secularised and “emancipated” from the divine guardianship, but by the confessional State, which -according to him- goes “against History”; as he does not give a fig about truth, he prefers to oppose the Church’s Magisterium and the Divine Revelation, since he goes along with the naturalist and evolutionist doctrine of “progress” to put his feet in the “sense of History”. Now, according to the Holy Scriptures, History leads humankind to the climax of Mysterium Iniquitatis in the person of the Antichrist and his world government…

When “Francis” is asked about the Christian roots of Europe, he hastens to underrate them and to strongly warn us against them:

«We need to speak of roots in the plural because there are so many. In this sense, when I hear talk of the Christian roots of Europe, I sometimes dread the tone, which can seem triumphalist [???] or even vengeful [!!!]. It then takes on colonialist overtones.»

Moreover, asked if the fear aroused by Islam in Europe is justified, “Francis” answers with the negation of this fear and the underrating of the danger represented by Islam. In fact, he goes as far as affirming that both the military and political jihad instituted by Mohammed and the sending by Jesus of His disciples to all nations in order to preach the Gospel, derive from the same spirit of “conquest”, which is a particularly ludicrous historical falsehood, as well as a characterised outrage and an unbearable blasphemy against Our Lord.

«I don’t think that there is today a fear of Islam as such but of ISIS and its war of conquest, which is partly drawn from Islam. It is true that the idea of conquest is inherent in the soul of Islam. However, it is also possible to interpret the objective in Matthew’s Gospel, where Jesus sends his disciples to all nations, in terms of the same idea of conquest.»

Let us remember too that for “Francis”, the Muslims -of whom he frenetically favours the massive arrival in Europe- are all “children of God”:

«I did not choose between Christians and Muslims. These three families had their papers in order, the necessary documents, and so it was possible. There were, for example, two Christian families on the first list who did not have their papers in order. It is not a privilege. All twelve of them are children of God. The “privilege” is being children of God: this is true.»

Now, even a moderately literate Christian knows perfectly that this is a monumental lie: only the baptised are children of God, raised to the supernatural life by the Divine Grace. Other men are only creatures of God, called to become His children by the Faith in Jesus Christ. If all men were necessarily children of God, what point would there be in preaching the Gospel to non-Christians? Unending extracts of the Scripture or the Church’s Magisterium could be

13 Ibidem.
14 Ibidem.
15 http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/fr/speeches/2016/april/documents/papa-francesco_20160416_lesvos-volo-ritorno.html
cited to prove the fallacious nature of the Bergoglian discourse. For the sake of brevity, let us see what the Holy Spirit taught to us through the disciple whom Jesus loved and who wrote this in the prologue to his Gospel:

«He came unto his own, and his own received him not. Yet to all who did receive him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. » (Jn. 1, 11-13)

As it is worth pointing out, this is not the first time “Francis” uses such a trickery, far from it. For instance, let us remember what he said in the Pope’s video of last January, in which were simultaneously shown Catholic, Jewish, Muslim and Buddhist symbols, with the explanation that:

« Many think differently, feel differently, seeking God or meeting God in different ways. In this crowd, in this range of religions, there is only one certainty we have for all: we are all children of God. »

The Divine filiation is a supernatural gift that man receives by the Faith in Jesus Christ. If all men were automatically children of God, the difference between the order of nature and the order of the Grace would be abolished, and so would be the distinction between the Creator and the creature; we would then be wading in pantheism. Now, there are numerous texts which prove the adhesion of “Francis” to the gnostic and evolutionist immanentism, along the doctrine of the apostate Jesuit Teilhard de Chardin:

« God is the light that illuminates the darkness, even if it does not dissolve it, and a spark of divine light is within each of us. In the letter I wrote to you, you will remember I said that our species will end [!!!] but the light of God will not end and at that point it will invade all souls and it will all be in everyone. »

« I believe in God, not in a Catholic God; there is no Catholic God; there is God and I believe in Jesus Christ, his incarnation. Jesus is my teacher and my pastor, but God, [implicit denial of the divinity of our Lord] the Father, Abba, is the light and the Creator. This is my Being. [Which is therefore divine.] »

The heresy publicly proclaimed by “Francis” is therefore manifest, though it does not seem to bother too many people. This is appalling. But such an absurd situation is easy to explain. It is due to the fact that the immense majority of Catholics are completely cretinised by more than a half-century of post-Council “ecumenism” and “interreligiosity”. I want to say it straightforwardly: any person who would embrace the opinions of “Francis” would stop ipso facto to profess the Catholic Faith. From an objective point of view, that is a certainty. But the degree of religious ignorance is such that very few persons realize it, since most post-Council
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17 Interview with Eugenio Scalfari of September 24, 2013 and published on October 1, 2013 in La Repubblica: http://www.repubblica.it/cultura/2013/10/01/news/pope_s_conversation_with_scalfari_english-67643118/
18 Ibidem.
Catholics are unable to note the radical incompatibility between Catholicism and the oecumenical post-Council religion, an incompatibility which clearly appears in “Francis the humble and merciful”.

It is pointless to bury our heads in the sand: we should realise that “Pope Francis” is a zealous agent of the religious and political globalism harnessed to serve the illuminist plan of United Nations. Borders must disappear, nations must renounce their sovereignty in favour of ecological globalism, peoples and individuals must lose their identity and their memory; they must obediently submit to the pro-immigration ideology and to the dissolving multiculturalism.

The Lesvos episode was just another step of the malefic job of spiritual, cultural and social devastation done by the Argentinian false prophet, who just opened the doors of Europe to a conquering Islam, as a kind of frightful inverted Lepanto. To that should be added the highly symbolic fact that he committed his misdeed from the island of Lesvos, which universally conveys the notion of homosexuality, precisely at a time when the homosexualist ideological dictatorship, exercised through the insane “gender theory”, wreaks havoc inside the Christian society, hardly opposed by the collusive silence of “Pope Francis”.

It is well known that sin, offense to God and eternal damnation of souls have strictly no meaning for the gnostic and naturalistic faith professed by this idol of de-Christianized masses. The only thing that counts in the eyes of this foolish man is to resolve the “social issue” and to protect our “common home”. In this connection, these are three very recent statements of the “Sovereign Pontiff”, in which he champions once again the instauration of a socialistic and ecological globalism:

« A true ecological approach knows how to safeguard the environment and justice, hearing the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor19. »

« Climate change represents one of the principal challenges facing humanity today, and the response requires the solidarity of all20. »

« Here, these are the things that come to my mind. How is this done? Simply with the awareness that we all have something in common, we are all human. And in this humanity let us come closer in order to work together. ‘But I am of this religion, of that one...’. It doesn’t matter! Everyone, forward in order to work together. Respect each other, respect! And this is how we will see this miracle: the miracle of a desert that becomes forest21. »

**Conclusion:** The only thing that matters to this man of unimaginable impiety is to eradicate poverty, to institute “social justice” and to fight the “climatic change”. The generalised loss of the Faith, abortion set up as a “right” of women to “dispose of their body”, euthanasia

19 https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/723466438007099394?lang=fr
20 https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/723104138511310848?lang=fr
perceived as a “right” to die “in dignity”, legal recognition of homosexual “marriage” and of “one-parent” families, systematic perversion of childhood through the teaching of “gender theory” in schools and all the other unspeakable abominations boasted by our “pluralist” and “democratic” societies do not seem to bother too much the South-American charlatan.

To save the planet from the “climate heating” and to build the crossbred, multicultural and syncretistic society of the Luciferian New World Order, built on the steaming ruins of ancient Christianity, such seems to be the goal pursued by this sinister globalist guru who receives his orders from the Judeo-Masonry, this man who is taken by the whole world for the Vicar of Our Lord Jesus Christ on earth, while he is only a vile imposter, a miserable usurper of the Chair of Saint Peter, an enthusiastic precursor of the Antichrist…

For more information about « Pope Francis »:

http://www.unavox.it/Segnalazioni_Rete/Miles_Christi_quattro_lingue.html